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“

The prisoners and ex offenders working with PACE, gardening is
not simply a hobby, it is a way of reintegrating and routing yourself
into the world outside.
The Independent

Chairperson’s
Foreword
2018 was a very positive year for PACE with a
substantial growth in demand for the social enterprise
products. We continued to work in a proactive and
constructive way with our funders, the Probation
Service, and this relationship continues to enrich
both PACE and the Probation Service.
The positive attitude of the staff to the issues that
they face on a day-to-day basis is always very
impressive. Our willingness as an organisation
to work with the most marginalised people has
become our defining characteristic as we continue
to grow and develop as an organisation.
I want to thank the other Board members for their
important contribution to the governance of PACE.
It is often an unseen role but it is of vital importance
and the responsibility of Board members for the
good governance of the organisation.
I want to thank Vivian Geiran, Director of the
Probation Service, for his ongoing support of
PACE and Brian Dack, the Probation Service
representative on the PACE Board of Management
for his consistent contributions to the many
discussions that take place at Board level.

PACE
‘Upcycling’
Bloom 2018

Finally, I wish to thank Lisa Cuthbert, PACE CEO, for
her stellar work and commitment to providing a high
quality, high standard service focused organisation.
			
			

John Corr
PACE Chairperson
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CEO
Welcome
Welcome to the PACE Annual Report 2018. The
process of writing this report presents us with an
opportunity to reflect on the work of PACE and
the changes that we have seen over the past
year. The opportunity to reflect on our work is
always welcome but not always possible when
we get caught up in the busy-ness of the dayto-day work particularly in such a challenging
working environment as ours. The past year has
been an incredibly busy and productive one. I
won’t proceed to list all of the various things that
we have achieved as an organisation, instead I
will highlight some themes of our work and some
of the accomplishments of PACE as a whole
organisation along with providing an opportunity
for some of our participants and staff to present
their stories to you.
Before we get to that part of the report it is
important for me to thank the people who make
our work possible. I want to particularly thank
Vivian Geiran, Director of the Probation Service
for the support and funding provided to PACE
over the years. We are grateful for the partnership
approach taken by the Probation Service in
our ongoing work, growth and development.
In addition, I want to thank Brian Dack, who
represents the Probation Service on the PACE
Board of Management.
We wouldn’t be able to do the work that we
do without the commitment of the PACE staff
and PACE Board members who provide the

governance for the organisation on a voluntary
capacity. The work undertaken by the Board is not
the visible side of our work but it is an essential part
to ensure that we can function in an effective and
transparent way. In particular, I want to express
my thanks to John Corr, PACE Chairperson, who
has provided us with the consistency that every
voluntary sector organisation needs at Board
level.
As an organisation that works with people who
have caused serious and at times irreparable
harm to others, we must always be aware of the
impact that this has had on the people who have
been harmed. We must never lose sight of the
people that have been hurt by the actions of the
people we work with, many of whom continue
to carry that pain many years after the prison
sentence of the individual who harmed them has
ended.
We also have the responsibility to carry the
awareness that many of the people that we
work with have also been the victims of harmful
behaviour. These are the different voices that we
must hold as we strive to work in a responsible
and effective manner to assist people to not
re-offend, to prevent further harm and to move
away from an offending lifestyle so that they can
contribute to society in a constructive manner.
To do this, PACE works from a strengths-based
paradigm that balances the risk that our clients
present with the knowledge that addressing and
building on the protective factors that prevent
reoffending and strengths that the clients present
with is the most effective and proven approach
to reduce reoffending in a wide range of offence
areas.
			

Dr Lisa Cuthbert
PACE CEO
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2018 in Focus
PACE went through further growth and
development in 2018. We saw developments
in every area of the organisation. The lesson for
PACE is that there is never a time when we are
done growing and changing and there will never
be a time when we can say that we have met
every need that exists in our client groups and
that we can just sit back and do what we have
always done. The nature of the work we do means
that we always have to be both responsive and
proactive to ensure that we are doing the best job
that we can do to provide the supports that the
people that we work with need to live safely and
hopefully, happily in the community. The work that
we do is complex but has the simplest foundations,
respect for the people that we work with and
building good rapport based on that foundation
so that the more challenging aspects of the work
can be undertaken.
In 2018, we expanded our property portfolio, opened
The Mug Shot, further developed our horticulture
and social enterprises, increased production of
garden products, welcomed new staff into our
Accommodation Services and Social Enterprises.
In this year’s annual report, we wanted you to hear
from the myriad of voices that work within PACE as
well as from the services users. You will hear from a
Foothold staff member about his work, you will read
about the inspiration behind The Mug Shot and also
hear from one of our newest employees, the Social
Enterprise Coordinator. You will read about the
experience of the people that we work with and
the outcomes of the recent research undertaken
into the PACE Prevention Services.

PACE providing the evidence….
Over the past three years, we have researched the
areas of work that are at the heart of the Prevention
Services we provide. In 2015 we secured funding
from the Irish Research Council to employ a full-time
Researcher, in partnership with UCD, to examine
the work that we do in the Prevention Services –
The Safer Lives Treatment Programme, Foothold
Floating Support Service and the Circles of Support
and Accountability Programme. The research was
qualitative in nature and focused on how the three
services assist with desistance and prevent further
harm amongst our client group. These services focus
on the work with people who have committed very
serious sexual offences and who are classified as
being at risk of re-offending sexually.
The key objectives of the research were to:
•

To explore the processes of desistance and
reintegration for people convicted of harmful
sexual behaviour, with a particular focus on the
challenges they experience after their release
from prison.

•

To examine whether a coordinated communitybased response assists with these processes.

•

To evaluate the impact of the Safer Lives
Treatment Programme and the Foothold
Floating Support service.

•

To explore the added value of the new
Circles of Support & Accountability (CoSA)
programme.

•

To make recommendations for policy and
practice and contribute to knowledge about
desistance, reintegration and restoration.
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The research was necessary to understand better
the change process, barriers to reintegration and
the impact of treatment services such as the Safer
Lives Programme and other support services such
as CoSA and the Foothold Floating Support Service
for this group of participants.
The research came to an end during 2018 with
the Researcher completing her thesis based on
the research undertaken on the PACE Prevention
Services. An Executive Summary of the research is
available separately.
The primary outcomes of the research highlighted
the isolation experienced by the participants in
the PACE programmes. The participants were
very strong in their understanding of the various
differences between each service and aspects of
the individual programmes. They spoke about the
barriers they face upon release from prison and
how a conviction for harmful sexual behaviour is
an additional barrier to overcome. A number of
the participants were experiencing homelessness
post release and they spoke at length about this
experience and the importance of Foothold in
providing support and hope.
I’ve no friends … I would be lost without it …
If it wasn’t for Foothold, if I didn’t have them I
would’ve had no one … it’s beyond a million
times … It’s not just emotional support, like if
you have a problem, [Support Workers] will
help you try and find a solution … they will go
beyond…
Foothold Client

The research showed the complexity of the work that
we do with people with convictions for harmful sexual
behaviour. It is outlined in the graph on page 5.

Flowers grown in
PACE’s Polytunnel
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Participants from all three programmes were highly
satisfied with the support received and reported
having experienced positive or very positive personal
and life changes since their involvement with the
programmes, with a vast majority of them (94.5%)
attributing this to their engagement with PACE.
For the participants:
•

•

•

Foothold was about support – and was
considered generally to be a project that went
beyond their expectations.
Safer Lives was commonly considered to be a
space that allowed participants to explore and
understand how their lives had contributed to
the offending behaviour and to work with their
behaviours, emotions and feelings.
CoSA was perceived by participants as
providing a possibility to have a ‘sense of
normality and a feeling of acceptance’.

The comments from the programme participants
were very positive and highlighted the value
of the work that we do. It was very rewarding to
read of their positive engagement with us and the
difference that we are able to make to people
with very difficult offences and a high level of social
isolation upon their release from prison. The research
also highlighted the value of the interagency
work that is undertaken and the importance of
maintaining a high level of interaction with the
supervising Probation Officers and Liaison Gardaí.

“

I look at mistakes in
my past and try to do
whatever is needed to
grow and to move on.
The group reminds me
indirectly how important
that is.
I am growing and I feel
I am moving away from
that person I was before
into the person more
akin to who I feel I truly
am.
A greater understanding
of my mistakes and the
negative consequences
of them means it
becomes quite easy to
leave that earlier person
behind.
Geoff, CoSA
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CoSA
2018 was a significant year for Circles of Support and
Accountability as we came to the end of the pilot phase
and the programme was successfully mainstreamed.
The purpose of CoSA is to work with people who have
convictions for harmful sexual behaviour, who are under
the supervision of the Probation Service, to prevent further
victims. The programme trains a group (or Circle) of
volunteers to work with the Core Member (a person with
a conviction/s for harmful sexual behaviour) alongside
the professionals who are working with them to reduce
the risk of further offences. Circles are structured with an
Inner Circle that consists of the 4-6 trained volunteers
and the Core Member and an Outer Circle that consists
of the Probation Officer, the Liaison Garda and other
professionals working with the Core Member.

Volunteers…
Volunteers are the back bone of CoSA. Without them
Circles would not happen. There is a saying that goes
volunteers “are not paid because they are worthless,
but because they are priceless”. This could not be
truer for CoSA volunteers. Volunteers offer something
unique to Core Members, their time. For many of the
Core Members we work with, volunteers are the only
other people they see in their week who are not being
paid to see them. Evidence shows that the willingness
of people to volunteer to spend their time freely with
the Core Members is the key strength of CoSA and has
a substantial impact on the reduction of offending.
A question we are frequently asked is why people want
to volunteer with CoSA. CoSA Volunteers are a diverse
group of people, however they all come with a basic
desire to prevent further victims, make communities
safer and an understanding that in order to do
these things we need to offer support to people with
convictions for harmful sexual behaviour whilst holding
them to account for their current behaviour.

Core Members…
CoSA Core Members are people who have been
convicted of a sexual offence(s). In order to participate
in CoSA, they have to take responsibility for their offence
and the behaviour that resulted in the offence, they
have to acknowledge the harm that they have cause
and demonstrate a genuine commitment to turning
their life around by voluntarily entering into a Circle
that focuses on providing support whilst holding the
Core Member to account for how they are living now.
They all agree to communicate openly and honestly
with their professional network and with the volunteers
in order to identify offence triggers and to avoid lapses
and re-offences.
Core Member referrals are made by Supervising
Probation officers with the support of the Liaison Gardaí
and local SORAM teams.
In 2018, we worked with nine Core Members and 34
volunteers. There were six referrals for Core Members
received during 2018. One of these relapsed and didn’t
get to start in a Circle as a result and another one was
deemed to be unsuitable. There were four Circles that
completed positively during 2018 and five that started
and were ongoing at the end of the year. The average
length of a Circle is fourteen months.
There were two rounds of recruitment and training for
volunteers.
During 2018, we began the process of preparing to
undertake our first Circle of Support and Accountability
within a prison. This Circle will become active in 2019.
This will be the first time that there will be trained CoSA
Volunteers meeting on a weekly basis in a prison with
a Core Member prior to release. This has been made
possible with the support of the Irish Prison Service and
the Probation Service.
In addition to the day to day work, we were involved in
a number of positive media interactions explaining the
work of CoSA.
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34 CoSA

5 Core

4 Successful

16 Social

Volunteers

Completions

Members

Supports

Circles of Support and
Accountability
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Foothold Floating
Support Service
A staff members perspective
Foothold provides a floating support service for people
with convictions for harmful sexual behaviour who are
classified as being at high risk of re-offending sexually
and have a high level of support needs. The staff are
very much at the coal face in terms of dealing with the
challenges of homelessness, relapse management
and prevention. One of the Support Workers outlines
the nature of the work below:
“So, very briefly, Foothold was put together to support
those with convictions for harmful sexual behaviour.
As you can imagine, those types of convictions often
present with a different set of challenges. There are
no accommodation services like Priorswood that
take on those with sexual convictions. Any supported
housing services that do offer accommodation can
only have a small percentage of those with sexual
convictions and due to the current and ongoing
housing crisis, their current residents are not moving on
from supported housing which means there are rarely
any new openings for our clientele.
If we do manage to secure them a place in
emergency shelters, they are often recognized by the
other residents or googled by staff members and then
verbally or physically abused and/or asked to leave.
The general public does not want them in their
neighbourhoods and there is often a lot of media
attention which fuels this fire and clients who do
manage to find accommodation have to keep
such a low profile that they often feel lonely and
isolated leading to depression, return to substance
abuse, and the risk of the return to offending
behaviours.

Many of our clients have various intellectual disabilities,
addiction issues, no contact with past friends or family
members and, what appears upon their release, not
much hope of any kind of meaningful future. It has
been said to us many times by our clients that they feel
they are better off back in prison where they feel safe.
It’s certainly not all doom and gloom, that’s where
Foothold comes in. Lisa saw the need for a special
service that concentrated solely on the type of
challenges that this clientele presents. As time goes on,
we are constantly running into new challenges and
the role of the job keeps changing and increasing,
which keeps us on our toes and makes the job that
much more interesting and rewarding. PACE has
purchased and continues to purchase apartments
some of which are set aside for Foothold clients, so
we’ve now added housing provider and tenancy
sustainment to our skill set.
So, a typical Foothold client has spent a good number
of years in prison after being convicted of a sexual
offence. They have no friends or family support.
They are from another county but cannot return to
that county. They are not familiar with Dublin but will
have to reside here. However, as there is no housing
available, they will be given a one night only bed in a
hostel that they will have to vacate at 8 in the morning
and spend the rest of the day and early evening with
no ideas of what to do with themselves. They will not
have a medical card or a GP and they will have no
identification. Quite often they are on medication
but will only be released with one or two day’s supply
and no idea of how to go about obtaining more. They
will be issued with one welfare check with no idea of
where to cash it, no identification to cash it, and very
little direction on how to sign on to receive regular
payments. They will be given a train ticket to Dublin
but will be released with all of their belongings they
are unable to carry and no place to store them. There
can be media waiting for them outside the prison. This
is an awful lot to deal with on your very first day and
it can look very bleak and cause a lot of stress during
your last several months in prison leading up to your
release.
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So, taking all this into consideration, the probation
officer inside the prison will recognize that this person
requires extra support and they will make a referral to
Foothold.
The Foothold team go over the referral to ensure they
fit the criteria and we go meet them in the prison to
explain what we do and develop a rapport with them.
If they are on board, we set up another meeting and
conduct a full assessment on them and begin putting
together a release plan to ensure that as much is in
place for them upon their release as possible. We
reassure them of all that is being done and what
will happen in the first few days and weeks upon
their release in order to take some of the stress and
apprehension away.
We work with probation and the resettlement teams
in the prisons to try and have a GP assigned and a
medical card as quick as possible. If accommodation
is required and a hostel is all that is on offer, then we
reassure the client that the hostel is safe and is only
temporary. We are open and realistic with them from
the onset in order to prepare them for worst case
scenarios. But, at the same time, we explain their
options and the supports that are out there. And we
use examples of previous Foothold clients who have
successfully navigated the often difficult terrain that is
the outside world, in order to show them that there is
hope and, with the right amount of motivation and
perseverance, they, too, can push through, break
any cycles of recidivism, and become a happy and
productive member of society.
Measuring a client’s success is as broad as the
individual. Some clients will never reach a potential
you or I would consider a success, but something as
simple as never returning to prison can be a huge
success for some clients. While a couple of our clients
have returned to prison for drug-related charges
or minor breaches in their probation orders, none
have returned to prison on any new sexually related
offences. That, in itself, is the mainstay of Foothold and
Prevention Services. If we can keep it that way, we will
be doing our jobs well.

It’s when clients tell you that you saved them from a
suicide attempt, or talked them out of depression or
that they couldn’t have managed without you, that
you feel you are doing a really good job. When they
thank you for providing them with a CV, a reference,
referring them to training courses and supporting them
in searching for and obtaining employment, it’s then
that you feel you have made some progress.
Most of all though, it’s when you see how far they
have come and that they are doing well and no
longer require your support; when they fill out an exit
form and explain to you, in their own words, how far
they have come, how grateful they are, how much
they are looking forward to their future, and that they
couldn’t have done it without you,.that’s when you
really feel like you have been successful in your job.
And that Foothold, as part of Prevention Services,
along with probation services, the Gardaí, and all
the other supportive services, have truly made a
difference in the world.”

Darrin
Foothold Support Worker

29

Clients

7 Successful
Completions
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Safer Lives
The Safer Lives programme is a community based
treatment programme for men who have a conviction
for harmful sexual behaviour who are considered to be
at risk of re-offending sexually. There are three groups
run a week and are co-facilitated by PACE staff and
trained Probation Officers.
2018, was a time of substantial change in Safer Lives
where we welcomed new staff to the Safer Lives
programme and lost some stalwarts as well. It was a
busy year in terms of increasing client demand for the
service.
Our main challenge was ensuring that we provided a
consistent level of service to our clients while managing
the period of change in staffing. We were able to do
this through the commitment of staff. Even with all the
changes we managed to work with 72 Clients.

“

Before entering Safer Lives, I was very reluctant
about it as at the time I didn’t think my charge
was a big deal. Eventually, I went to Probation and
asked could i go to the Safer Lives group, that I was
ready. To be honest it was and still is one of few best
decisions I’ve ever made in my life. Safer Lives is
the perfect name for this group as it has given me
a whole new meaning in life. Safer Lives is about
every part of your life. This group helped me to find
and reconnect with me. I was given the strength to
deal with life on life’s terms and the strength to be
able to live with the weight of this charge and not
let it define me.
Safer Lives Client

“

Safer Lives for me made my
life safer! I started Safer Lives
with absolutely no intention
in taking part and I was only
going because it was part of my
sentence.
It was the one day a week I didn’t
want to get out of bed. I wasn’t
a fan of talking in group at all
but after a few sessions I started
to speak even though I wasn’t
comfortable talking every time I
spoke it made it a lot easier to go
to group and to get stuck in.
Without Safer Lives I would never
understand my behaviour,
speak about my life and really
understand as to why I offended
and really move on after
offending. The lack of judgement
and the genuine interest to help
me forward by Safer Lives staff
was second to none. I would
genuinely recommend it to
anyone that it is recommended
too. Its hard to put in words how
much it helped me out.
Safer Lives Client
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Training &
Social Enterprise
2018 saw ideas that had been “percolating” for a
while come to “fruition”. One of these was The Mug
Shot, the PACE mobile coffee cart that was designed,
built and now run by PACE participants. The Mug Shot
is an example of a simple idea, developed into a
source of full time employment for people with criminal
convictions.
In the following piece, Maggie Clune, PACE Training
and Social Enterprises Manager explains the process
behind getting The Mug Shot up and running.
“In 2016, I was having a cup of coffee with a colleague
from another Social Enterprise while discussing new
ways to create employment for our participants. We
started talking about coffee and saying how popular it
has become and how Irish people have become very
particular about their coffee and where they get it from.
Barista training was becoming popular and a couple of
our participants had completed the course but without
the practice they weren’t moving into employment.
Initially, we thought about opening a coffee shop but
after doing some numbers came to the conclusion that
it would be very costly with a very high risk of failure.
We came up with the idea of a mobile coffee unit… it
would be less expensive, we could move it around and
I wondered if we could even build it ourselves?
I spoke to Damien and Vincent, our Trainers, who were
immediately on board and said it would be a great
project for the lads working in the workshop. Damien
has experience in building trailers so that was the
starting point.
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Now The Mug Shot was ready for action and all we
Since I’ve been working in Pace I feel like I’m back in
needed was somewhere to pitch it. Siobhan Cafferty,
society. When you are locked up you forget what the real
Social Enterprise Project Manager (Prison/Probation
world is like. There’s lots to like and learn ‘on the outside.’
service) introduced us to Governor Pat Murphy in
Wheatfield Prison, who suggested we talk to the
management of Cloverhill Courthouse. Thanks to the
support from Sharon in Cloverhill Courthouse, we finally
started trading in June 2018. The idea was to give 2
people Barista jobs and use The Mug Shot to give as
many as possible the opportunity to gain valuable work
experience to practise their Barista skills before moving
into full time employment in the hospitality industry.
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We are very grateful to the management of Cloverhill
Courthouse who gave The Mug Shot its first pitch but
we discovered quickly that the footfall outside the
courthouse wasn’t going to be enough to sustain two
jobs and give others valuable work experience. We
had a small loyal customer base and we learned a
lot about running a small business but realised that we
needed to move to a busier location. We explained
our predicament to Siobhan Cafferty who mentioned
that there may be an opportunity over at the Four
Courts as the coffee shop there was closing. I couldn’t
believe our timing and we approached the Four Courts
Management team who thought it was a great idea.
We moved to the Four Courts in November 2018 and
our business tripled.
I think it is fair to say, that our Baristas are first class at
what they do. They are working in an extremely busy
environment, serving Irelands first Fair Chain Coffee
supplied by Moyee Coffee (Social Enterprise) and it is
thanks to them, that The Mug Shot has the reputation
of being the best coffee in town served by the best
Baristas. By the end of 2018, 8 people had gained
experience working in The Mug Shot. Personally, I am
very proud to have the opportunity to work with the
team involved with The Mug Shot from beginning to
end.”

Maggie Clune
PACE Training & Social Enterprise Manager
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A new beginning, a second chance...
“I became involved with Social Enterprise as a trainee in
PACE a number of years ago. I was not fully sure what it
meant but I got involved anyway. I really enjoyed making
the products and dealing with the customers. I loved
working with Brendan and learning from his vast knowledge
and experience.
I got an immense amount of satisfaction from seeing
products we’d made dotting the streets of Dublin.
An opportunity arose to apply for two jobs in relation
to Social Enterprise and I applied for both – General
Operative (GO) and Social Enterprise Co-ordinator (SEC).
I was only successful in getting called for the GO post. I
was very disappointed at that as I felt it would have been
a good experience to at least go for interview as I had not
done many before.
I went into the interview with an air of giving it my best shot
to at least get the GO role. I liked what Social Enterprise
stood for and wanted to be involved. The interview went
well and I left feeling happy albeit a little chagrined that it
was not the SEC interview.
After a while I got a call from a number that was not on
my phone – it was Lisa. I thought it was a call to say thank
you for coming in to interview but you have not been
successful at this time.
I could not have been more wrong – she was calling me
to say how impressed they were with my interview and
she offered me the chance to come in and interview for
the SEC job. I could not believe my ears. I still thought I
had no chance of getting the job but I was delighted to
be getting the chance to interview.
I had a lot of theoretical experience in managing people
and dealing with conflict etc. but no real practical
experience other than everyday life. I had just finished
a level 6 course in management and interpersonal
development. I felt well equipped yet seriously ill equipped
in equal measure.

I arrived into the interview and it went really well, I
answered all the questions explaining what SE meant to
me.
On the way home I got a call from Lisa and she told me
I had got the job. I was stupefied. I was only recently into
the world to try and seek employment and here I was
becoming the SEC for PACE.
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Most people do not like being told what to do and that
problem can be exacerbated if you have experienced
prison.
I had to figure out how to tell people what needs to be
done in a way that motivates them to do the work. It is a
continuing challenge but I am enjoying it fully.
I love the challenges and place I work. It is brilliant.
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Another part of my job is looking after The Mug Shot
coffee cart. It is a very big task, quite challenging but very
rewarding. We have two people employed full time in it.
We are very lucky with our employees in that they really
believe that it can be a success and work hard every day
to make that happen. They take pride in their work and
that makes my job a whole lot easier.
As to what social enterprise means to me? It means a new
beginning, a second chance. It means an opportunity to
give back to the community and take pride in my work.
It is a chance to gain valuable experience of what real
work and all the problems that go with it are. I have
learned so much from Maggie, Brendan and Carol. A
lot of it is through watching how they deal with various
people we have on working with us. To me it is a very real
place to help others that are not as fortunate as I – be
they trainees or customers.
To me social enterprise is a chance to prove that I can
make something good happen with my life and to make
my family proud of me.”

Vinny
Social Enterprise Coordinator

“

“I started in PACE for 6
weeks on Community
Returns. I decided to stay on
because I grew to like what
they were doing. I liked
everything I did, learning
woodwork, art and design,
computers and I really
loved the wood-burning.
I learned loads about
horticulture and gardening.
PACE helped me get myself
together again after prison.
If I had stayed at home
doing nothing I would
have been bored and
depressed. I definitely feel
more confident in myself.
I talk out more than I ever
did. The keyworkers and the
staff are brilliant, they really
help you and go out of their
way. There’s a brilliant sense
of community in the place,
we all help each other if we
can.
Hort Client
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91

43%

77% Awarded

Award
Winning

Clients

Certificates

One of the major milestones for PACE in 2018 was the
successful application for funding to Pobal CSP fund to
provide full-time employment to three new staff who all
have a criminal convictions and who were former Trainees
for PACE. PACE has a long track record of providing
employment for people with criminal convictions and the
Pobal funding was the first time that we received funding
specifically to do so. The funding that we received was for
the purpose of employing three people to work on a fulltime basis in the PACE Social Enterprises. Another first for
PACE as these are the first employees to work specifically
in this area. The positions under the Pobal funding are
the Social Enterprise Coordinator role and two General
Operative roles.
While the emphasis for much of the work during 2018 was
on Social Enterprise and meeting the production demands,
PACE continued to provide training and education to all
of our clients. In addition to the manufacture of hundreds
of garden products, PACE participants were awarded 52
certificates in a wide range of subject areas including:

Positive
Progression

woodwork, welding, forklift driving, horticulture, addiction
studies, American history and communication skills.
The focus on artwork within the PACE Training and Social
Enterprise services provides an important creative and
therapeutic outlet for all of our participants. The results
of which can be seen by our participation in various
exhibitions throughout the year. 2018 ended with a
substantial sculpture as a work in progress, and our
annual Bloom postcard garden was once again an
important project. Those projects presented a wonderful
opportunity for collaboration between all of our various
training and education areas.
The garden is ably supported by the woodwork,
metalwork and education sections as the participants
strive to create a garden that truly represents their vision
of what an upcycled, recycled and reused garden can
look like. The theme is an upcycled balcony garden.
The hard work of the staff and participants resulted in
PACE winning another award for our Bloom garden.
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Accommodation
Services
PACE Accommodation Services provides a range of
supported, transitional accommodation for homeless
men leaving prison. These include high and medium
support places located in Priorswood House and our
low support transitional accommodation located
elsewhere. These locations are not open to anyone
with a sexual offence. PACE is not a general homeless
provider and as such our mission is to work with those
who have committed a range of offences and who
wish to manage their addictions and the behaviour
that led to that offence and who have some desire to
change. The challenge in the current housing crisis is that
some of the men who are referred to the projects want
accommodation without wanting to manage their
addictions. This means that they have limited capacity
to sustain the accommodation that we provide as we
are not a low threshold, homeless service. In 2018, this
challenge was reflected in the numbers of men who
were asked to leave the project due to their ongoing
drug misuse. Another ongoing issue that affects the
project is the lack of supply of accommodation in the
housing sector for single men. This means that many of
our participants are struggling with the move on process
in a way that they wouldn’t have done previously.

Priorswood House

The clients of Priorswood often face drastic changes
to their lifestyle, identity, social networks whilst being
challenged to maintain a drug free lifestyle, rebuild
family relationships and avoid reoffending. The
Priorswood Support Team provide the platform for each
client to build resilience, their self-esteem, their identity
and acquire the skill set to maintain positive choices and
reintegrate back into society. The heart of PACE services
is the relationship that is built with each individual, and
the belief in people’s capacity to change.
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The Outcomes Star will continue to be a tool that is used in all of our keyworked service
to give us the insight that we need to ensure that we remain a service user focussed
organisation.

Given the complexity of the work that is undertaken
in PACE, it is important that we look at the work in
the broadest way possible. The Outcome Star was
introduced to PACE in 2015. The Outcomes Star is
an evidence-based tool designed to both measure
and support change.
PACE believes that measuring ‘soft outcomes’,
such as changes in attitude, skills and behaviour
is vital when assessing the effectiveness of our
interventions. Hard outcomes like changes in
employment, offending or housing status are very
important too.

SERVICE FOCUSED		

		

However, an exclusive focus on these external
changes in circumstance may be less effective in
predicting long-term outcomes, because they do
not look at the ability of the person to sustain those
improved circumstances.
The investment PACE has awarded the Outcome
Star demonstrates the strategic shift to be
Outcomes focused, shifting the whole emphasis
of keywork and management to the service user
and the changes they experience rather than
the service and how it is being delivered. This is
explained in the following table:

USER FOCUSED

•

Focus on service deliverer

•

Focus on service user

•

Focus on how you deliver services

•

Focuses on how service user changes

•

Focus on quality of services

•

Focus on effectiveness of services

•

Emphasis on improving quality

•

Emphasis on improving effectiveness

•

Measure amount of what you do

•

Measure benefit of what you do

•

Evidence of activity (weak case with funders)

•

Evidence of results (strong case with funders)

•

The task is never finished 				

•

Clients achieve goals (which is motivating

(and so staff get de-motivated)
•

Service specified in terms of what is offered 		
and intended outcome

for staff and service users)
•

Service specified in terms of service 		
user need
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PACE have chosen the ‘homeless star’ tool as it best
relates to our residential client group in that it focuses
on ten core areas that have been found to be critical
when supporting our clients, areas such as:
•

Motivation and taking responsibility

•

Social networks and relationships

•

Drug and alcohol misuse

•

Offending

For each core area, there is a ten-point scale that
measures where the service user is on their journey
towards addressing each area and identifying the
amount of support needed.
Feedback from two of the headings is presented
below:

Motivation and taking responsibility
Conor* is very confident and motivated about
maintaining a positive way of life, completes all
tasks he sets out to do and has good support from
his mother. Conor is very motivated with building his
relationship with his child.

David* said he feels more confident in his choices, and
that he needs a bit of help now and then. David said he
can judge when he needs support but letting go can
feel frightening at times. However, David expressed
that he does feel in control of his life at present.
Mark* appears to be motivated and has said that he
knows why he picked up charges in the past. Mark
said that he is determined to turn his life around and
uses the supports which are available to him within
Priorswood House.

Social Networks
Ger* has positive contact with his family and is learning
how to cope in social situations and is trying to move
away from the people whom he spent a lot of time
with, in the past. He is building a good relationship with
his son and daughter.
Darren* feels he has mostly positive contact with
people at the moment, and although there may
be problem areas, he knows he can get support to
maintain and make new positive contacts.
Tom* has made an effort to connect with people
outside of his recovery groups, often playing pool with
these peers which he says he enjoys.

*Names have been changed
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Aims and
Objectives

We believe in the:				
•
•

provision of appropriate training, education
and employment services.
provision of high quality resettlement services
can contribute significantly to the safe inclusion
of an offender into the community.

We aim to:					
•

•

•
•
•
•

invest in high quality resettlement services for
offenders that promote confidence in the
community.
promote the safe social inclusion of offenders,
by increasing an individual’s chances of
employment, by securing and sustaining
appropriate accommodation.
ensure that our services are accessible and
suitable for both men and women.
ensure that any service we offer provides value
for money.
contribute to reducing any unnecessary
anxieties about offenders.
promote and develop plans where there is a
need for new resettlement services.

We undertake to:					
•

•
•

•

seek a commitment from each individual
to develop a plan aimed at improving their
employability, self-esteem and ability to cope
within the community.
consult with communities in the development
and discharge of our services.
be open and honest in our dealings with
individuals using our service, with other
agencies and with the public.
take account of available research to
ensure that our services are relevant, and
acknowledge ‘best practice’ in relation to
working with offenders.
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‘First Impressions’
Artwork by PACE participants,
exhibiting at ‘Sculpture in Context’
in the Botanic Gardens.
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PACE Financial Statements

For the year ended 31 December 2018

Income

			
						Restricted
Unrestricted
Income from Charitable Activities		
€ 		
€
					
Probation Service				 1,862,999		
CDETB Funding					
14,782 		
Pobal 						
40,872 			
Sale of Products 							
87,416
Other Grants and donations 			
10,000 		

2018
€

2017
€ 		

1,862,999
1,595,000
14,782
17,539
40,872
87,416
68,150 			
10,000 		

Income from Donations and Legacies		
€ 		
€ 		
€
					
Fundraising Activities and Donations				
2,328
2,328
Other Fundraising and Receipts									
Donations and Legacies						
559
559
Investment Income						
120
120
Income from other Trading Activities		

€ 		

€ 		

€
15

€

Licensees Contributions						

74,892

74,892

Total						
1,928,653
							
		

165,315

2,093,968

€ 		
58,877

1,739,581			

Company Information
P.A.C.E.
(Prisoners Aid through Community Effort) Limited
Company Registration Number 299157
Charities Regulatory Authority
Number CRA 20046903
CHY 11647

Chairperson

John Corr

Secretary

Charlie Delap

Treasurer

Eoin Lennon

Directors
David Normoyle
		George Bertram
		Brian Dack
		Robert Doyle
		Deirdre Healy (resigned 01.10.18)
		Terri Moloney
		Jill McGrath
		Diana Stuart
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Expenditure

		
						
Expenditure on charitable activities & other expenses

					
Wages and salaries
Social Welfare Costs
Staff Pension Costs
Staff Training and Welfare
Staff Life Insurance and PHI Cover
Recruitment & Advertising
Management expenses
Material and training Expenses
Material and training Expenses - Social Enterprise
Material and training - CDETB
Rent payable
Rates & Management Fees
Insurance
Light and Heat
Cleaning
Housing Repairs and Maintenance
Social Development Programme
Conference Costs
Health & Safety
Printing, Postage and Stationery
Telephone
Computer Software Maintenance
Travel and Motor Expenses
Legal and Professional
Professionalrofessional
Accountancy
Auditor’s Remuneration
Bank Charges
Food Stuffs and Canteen
General expenses
Subscriptions
Depreciation
					
Total					

			
					

2018
€

2017
€

1,342,663
143,834
18,891
4,732
14,001
13,250
9,767
45,509
27,264
13,082
15,992
2,080
30,990
43,338
17,744
50,142
11,616
1,084
7,659
18,519
26,536
17,581
49,921
5,229
27,621
5,298
1,409
26,027
2,299
2,223
7,200

1,290,391
136,975
12,354
14,487
19,527
13,171
9,301
34,602
38,175
19,239
10,046
18,421
36,491
22,846
32,339
9,690
4,093
9,374
17,495
18,145
19,968
53,802
10,575
32,313
4,183
1,754
25,357
2,447
2,152
10,752

2,003,501

1,930,465
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Safer communities through working
inclusively to reduce reoffending
www.paceorganisation.ie

